
What is SignatureTM XTRA Stressgard®?

An innovative Signature formulation with new and improved Stressgard
Formulation Technology components and an optimized active ingredient that
delivers improved disease control, plant health performance and application
flexibility for the superintendent. 

What are the key features of Signature XTRA Stressgard?

1. New and improved Stressgard Formulation Technology
2. Optimized active ingredient amount
3. Enhanced label language
4. New packaging

What changes were made to the active ingredient amount?

1. Fosetyl-Al rate lowered 25%, 60 WDG vs. 80 WDG 
2. Reduction allows for optimization of physiological plant processes providing
    better disease control than Chipco® Signature

What changes were made to the Signature XTRA Stressgard label?

1. Plant health claims were added
2. Label has improved application flexibility
3. When applied in a tank-mix with other chemistry, bermudagrass leaf spots and
    decline are now on the label (see label for specific recommendations)

How has the packaging changed on Signature XTRA Stressgard?

1. Recyclable bottle versus bag
2. This new packaging improves usability and storage
3. The new bottle treats 1.0 acre at the 2 oz rate and 0.5 acres at the 4 oz rate

What do you mean by new and improved Stressgard Formulation
Technology?

1. Addition of new component and optimization of others
2. The Stressgard Formulation Technology provides additional properties of an
     antioxidant nature
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: BackedByBayerAvailable on andBackedByBayer.com @BayerGolf

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS.
Bayer CropScience LP, Environmental Science Division. 2 TW Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. 1-800-331-2867. www.BackedByBayer.com. 
Bayer (reg’d), the Bayer Cross (reg’d), Chipco®, Signature™, and Stressgard® are trademarks of Bayer. ©2015 Bayer CropScience LP. 

What are the key benefits of Signature XTRA Stressgard?

1. Improved disease control
2. Enhanced plant health effects
3. Improved application flexibility

What are these new plant health effects?

1. Alleviates both abiotic and biotic stresses
2. Antioxidant properties leading to oxidative stress protection
3. Enhanced root growth
4. Wilt protection
5. Mitigation and recovery from wear stress
6. Improved turf color, quality and density

What do you mean by improved application flexibility?

Signature XTRA now has a flexible rate structure that allows for 2-4 oz/1,000 sq
ft to be applied every 7-14 days in addition to the traditional 4-6 oz/1000 sq ft on
a 14-21 day spray program.

Signature XTRA Stressgard has a lower % of fosetyl-Al than Chipco
Signature, how does this affect disease control?

In university research trials, Signature XTRA compares favorably to Chipco
Signature in disease control.
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